New Delivery Method for Yellow Washable Contact Gowns

Beginning Monday, September 14th, 2020, the yellow washable gown delivery process will be modified.

The gowns will be delivered in a reusable cloth sack in place of plastic bags. The cloth sack holds a total of five (5) gowns.

The benefits of the cloth sacks are:
- The sack is washable and reusable
- Reduction in plastic waste
- Smaller in size and weight, reducing potential for workplace injury when handling the gowns for delivery

To maintain inventory of the reusable delivery sack, please refrain from discarding the sack in the garbage. The delivery sack can be washed with the linens and reused:
- **DO NOT** place the gown delivery sack in a garbage bin or waste container
- When empty, place the gown delivery sack into the soiled linen bin

For reference, the recommended sequence for donning and doffing the washable gown can be reviewed at the following links:
- The video at this link provides visual detail of donning steps
- The video at this link provides visual detail of the process for doffing the gown

As a reminder, the washable gowns are single use and should be placed in the soiled linen and not the garbage.